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Performance of National Parliament Committee B: Ten Years of Policy on
Foreign Affairs, Defense and National Security.
Introduction
In 1999, Timor-Leste with the support from United Nations Organization (UNO),
organized a referendum1 where it decided to be independent from the Indonesian
military regime. Timor-Leste then became a sovereign country in the 21st century
and restored its total independence on 20 May 2002.
On 30 August 2001, the UN for the second time organized an election; the
Constituent Assembly election. The election was won by the Frente Revolucionaria
do Timor Leste Independente (FRETILIN) party. The party secured 55 seats (42
representatives on the national level and 13 representatives of districts) out of 88
seats. The other seats were won by the following parties; Partidu Democrata (PD) 7
seats, Asosiasaun Demokrata Sosial Timorense (ASDT) 6 seats, Partidu Sosial
Demokrata (PSD) 6 seats, Partidu Nasionalista Timorense (PNT) 2 seats, Uniaun
Demokrata Timor (UDT) 2 seats, Klibur Oan Timor Asuwain (KOTA) 2 seats, Partidu
Popular Timor (PPT) 2 seats, Partidu Demokrata Cristao (PDC) 2 seats, Uniaun
Demokratica Cristao (UDC) 1 seat, Partidu Sosialista Timor (PST) 1 seat, Partidu
Liberal (PL) 1 seat and 1 seat for Independent2. Fretilin and ASDT, as well as other
parties exercised a constructive role in the Constituent Assembly on the day that
started the history of the legislature, the legislature that later on, in 2002, was
transformed into the first National Parliament of Timor-Leste.
In the 12th Mahein’s Voice (Mahein Nia Lian), in this edition, FM provides an in-depth
analysis on the work of the Committee B of the National Parliament, the Committee
on Foreign Affairs, Defense and National Security issues. On the other hand, FM
identifies the role of the Committee from a political and contextual standpoint. At the
end, FM presents a summary and recommendations that focus on lessons learned
and challenges encountered by the Committee in implementing its roles.
On 30 June 2007, Timor-Leste, through its election bodies such as Sekretariadu
Teknika Administrasaun Eleisaun (STAE) and Comisaun Eleisaun Nasional (CNE),
for the first time administered its parliamentary election. In the election, out of 65
seats up for grabs, FRETILIN won 21, Congresso Nacional de Reconstrução de
Timor-Leste (CNRT) won 18, PSD-ASDT won 11, PD got 8, Partidu Unidade
Nasional (PUN) had 3, KOTA-PPT and
Unidade Nacional Democrática da
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Resistência Timorense (UNDERTIM) each had two respectively3. The result of the
election led to the creation of the Aliansa Maioria Parlamentar (AMP) as no party
achieved an absolute majority of seats in the parliament.
In the history of the Timor-Leste National Parliament, the Committee B, Committee
for foreign affairs, defense and national security issues, was established in July 2002.
It has eleven committee members who have a lot of work with very broad areas to
cover. Generally, in most national parliaments of a democratic country, there are
almost always made up of representatives of political parties, who then establish and
become members of permanent committees, including committees such the
committee B. Permanent committees national parliament are pillars of the national
parliament, because they represent the people, through their elected representatives,
that can scrutinize executive activities and civil services in order to exercise
accountability processes within the government system.
Work Context of the Committee B of the National Parliament, the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Defense and National Security Issues.
The Committee is a permanent and specialized committee within the National
Parliament. It is tasked with the roles of providing recommendations and suggestions
on laws and decisions related to foreign affairs, defence and national security to the
plenary and the citizens4. One of the important tasks of the Committee is the power
to hold public hearings. This will bring the parliamentarians directly to the people in
the community. The public hearings allow ordinary citizens, experts and interest
groups, to directly participate, witness, and prepare petitions or submissions. Besides
holding public hearings, the Committee also carries out inspections on materials and
installation related to security sector, and disputed issues of land and maritime
boundaries.
In regards to their level of understanding, the members of the committee B in a
learning process; they are learning from qualified direct experience related to the
Committee portfolio. Further observations in other areas are that the national
parliament has limited resources to support this sovereign institution to become
strong and credible in exercising their roles. With these limitations, people tend to
see that there is lack of checks and balances in the works of legislative and executive
branches. There is a lack of cooperation between the legislative branch and
executive branch. Some facts illustrate that some legislations were developed in
bedrooms5. Timorese people feel that their interests are not adequately represented
by the parliament. As demands inundate the parliament; these add more difficulties
to the parliament as they lack a proper research division. Additionally, a limited
number of staff in the secretariat of the parliament creates an unfavorable condition
for the members of parliament to effectively and constantly communicate with
constituents.
Members of the national parliament Committee B and civil society, are both actors on
the front line, directly accountable to the people who should exercise control over
policy. The media outlets have not adequately monitored the performance of the
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democratic systems. Civil societies are still in the learning phase of how ordinary
people and interest groups in the community of can make an effort to contribute and
influence policy and legislation related to Committee B. Civil society and the media
must demand that Committee B carries out its legal authority and exercise checks
and balances over proposed laws and security policies.
After a long time, since the establishment of the Committee B in the Constituent
Assembly in August 2001, the committee is still learning how to provide better
service, even though they lack certain capacities in many areas. Capacity and
resource limitation to support the legislators to exercise their constitutional work can
create a bad sentiment towards the national parliament and particularly the
Committee B.
Political Context
As we all know, the government is not directly elected and the President of the
Republic has little power; the parliament is a large representative body under the
constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Letse. A system of checks and
balances was introduced in the constitution to ensure a democratic government and
a separation of power among sovereign institutions such as the government, national
parliament, the President, and the Judiciary in order to work effectively.6 If one of the
institutions fails to exercise their role properly, it will weaken the democratic system
and it has the possibility to destroy the checks and balances system, and minimize
the values of the democratic system.
In Timor-Leste’s political culture, a civil supremacy tradition is non-existent. Many
people consider that FALINTIL-military are the fighters; they are the liberators and in
any circumstance, should be respected. In addition, there is a lack of civilian
regeneration that poses a difficult understanding in military and security issues. As a
result, we can see that only a small number of public officials, Non-Governmental
Organization (NGO) activists, academia, and journalists have the capacity to manage
the security sector, to provide a control function and to help educate the public on
defence and the policy of national security in Timor-Leste.
Such a legacy is further strengthened in some development programs which hinder
civilian in monitoring the performance of security sector, for instance, the current
incidents at the border in Oecusse, where the Indonesian military (TNI) destroyed a
vulnerable community’s houses7. This experience serves as a lesson for the TimorLeste government on how to manage the border and the culture of the people who
live in border areas of Timor-Leste near Indonesia. On the other hand, anti-state
groups, such as ninjas, still exist; and although the government has paid the
veterans, some of them still demand their rights. In this circumstance, the
government is implementing the development process of the government structure,
setting up laws, producing new laws and developing the the relationship between the
army, police and civilians.
In the preparation for the handing over of the responsibility from the UNPOL to PNTL,
in 20128, and the reduction of International Stabilization Force (ISF), Timor-Leste’s
Armed Forces and especially the Police institutions will assume a greater
responsibility over defence and security in the country. Civilians have an important
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role to exercise oversight and a responsibility to strengthen the development of
security policies, when managing the security sector. Although there is a lot of work
for the civilians, there are only a small number of civilians that can dedicate
themselves to legislation implementation, decision making, while concentrating on
the management of the security sector.
Falintil- Forsa Defesa Timor-Leste (F-FDTL) and Polisia Nasional Timor-Leste
(PNTL) have received development assistance from both multilateral and bilateral
cooperation agreements. The UN, as a large body with assistance from multilateral
donors, provides assistance to PNTL. In addition to support from the UN, PNTL also
gets bilateral assistance from countries such as Australia, Malaysia, Portugal and the
United States. This assistance focuses on capacity building, recruitment, and a sixmonth basic training course at the police academy. The basic training covers human
rights approaches, various special trainings for individuals and small groups.
Normally officers are selected and then sent abroad for training. F-FDTL Timor-Leste
also receives equipment and training through bilateral cooperation. The training is
provided by countries like Portugal, Australia, Brasil and China. For example, joint
training on military counter-attack techniques among CPLP, as well as some officers
attending specialized training outside the country through bilateral cooperation
programs such as IMET in the United States and military academic schools in
Australia9. In the country, there are regular joint training sessions with the US marine
force along with FSI and F-FDTL.
In addition to those challenges, Timor-Leste also faces another problem. Statebuilding and democratization can reduce the capacity of the civilians to provide
effective management and monitoring of the security sector. These problems include
confusing legal codes and a lack of a strong legitimation. Devising a law proposal in
a bedroom, the parliament’s lack of resources and necessary capacity to offer
effective control, leads many to believe civil societies are below the development
standard. Timor-Leste is a poor country in terms of law and regulation, both during
the Indonesian military regime, and at the time of transition towards an independent
Timor-Leste. It is not merely losing their trust in these regimes, but there are still bad
feelings towards the work of those in the field of law enforcement.
Timor-Leste faces various challenges with strengthening the democratic system such
as civil control over the security sector. As part of a broad process in order to
establish a democratic political institution, Committee B needs to strengthen its role
as the institution which represents its constituents, take their job seriously regarding
legislation, and watch over all the governments activities, especially those concerning
the security sector.
The legislation process in many instances, is slow and less transparent and there is a
lack of participation from parliamentarians and civil society. For instance sometimes,
regarding decrees and norms issued by the council of ministries, consultation with
experts and the community in general is minimum.
There is a lack of experience among the decision-makers, who sometimes do not put
enough importance on more effective means of addressing security challenges in a
democratic and constitutional manner. There is a strong tendency to put aside these
considerations and rush to a quick solution that is not done in accordance with
established legal instruments. An approach of using the laws to facilitate the decision
making in order to achieve a good solution to problems, has not been a culture in
Timor-Leste. When the decision makers need assistance to find the right solution,
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the sentiment will take over among them that it is the time for the people of Timor
Leste to operate the system on their own. The capacity of the Timor Leste national
parliament and civil society is not yet strong enough to monitor and influence the
process because it is still under a development phase that could also discourage
them to look at the priorities that deserve consideration.
The civil society, most importantly, has to be educated about how to maintain
security in a democracy, how to differentiate between the roles of F-FDTL and PNTL,
and the attitude of those who work in the uniform. All communities have to watch the
activities in the security sector with accountability and dilligence. They need to
understand that in a developing phase, the military force governs itself, with has
consequences on the future of the democratic state. Strengthening the capacity of
the community to influence political institutions through democratic instruments will
help guarantee transparency and good accountability in the security services,
legislation, government, and civil services to reduce the risk the country falling into
fail state status. Through Committee B, the national parliament can build and
strengthen respect and cooperation between civil citizens and the security sector
actors, which will enforce law and order in Timor Leste.
Technical Context
The constitution of Timor-Leste states that the national parliament has an exclusive
constitutional mandate to produce legislation for all areas. In practice, the efforts to
carry out this constitutional work is limited by the lack of resources (institutional and
human) and a lack of other resources as well. Committee B, is learning about
reviewing their performance, and developing means to ensure that they do better
work in a more responsable manner. This will help them understand how to produce
laws in this area. When we look at the government’s internal processes, the security
sector is also affected due to a lack of capacity in these areas. This information is
often kept away from the parliament.
The Committee B carried out and learned about its function in order to exercise their
role effectively based on the performance of the security sector. They observe the
work of the government, especially the ministries that are involved in the areas of
defense and national security. The committee requested this information from
ministries that deal with the issues of defense and national security, and the
committee also made inquiries to the ministries in order to understand and follow up
on their performance and budget execution. The follow up of this inquiry is was to
invite the ministries to provide their accountability before the committee, respond to
questions, and receive recommendations from the committee based on information
received from F-FDTL, PNTL and community.
Committee B conducts consecutive visits to F-FDTL instalations and PNTL offices. It
is important to investigate internal and external factors of security sector, covered by
the committee. The visits improve the understanding of the members of the
committee in the area, and make them more informed. Their understanding is
enhanced based on their roles. As the public and all citizens know about a problem
related to the defense and security sector that occurs, they have to investigate the
what has happended. The members of the committee also apply their knowledge that
relates to legislation, but due to a constraint of resources, sometimes political
interference occurs.
Parliaments report enables the military and pólice to be held accountable to the
people. It informs people about security sector issues and helps increase public
participation in debate. In fact, a permanent system should be established, to help
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the accountability and scrutinization progress where access to information records for
the media and other actors is made available in order to enhance their
understanding. The Parliament and civil society, somehow fail to exercise their roles
to the desired expectation to follow through in their performance of career promotions
of the miliatry and police. This will become a risk for these institutions if there is no
way to follow through, and change the existing lack of democratic principle-based
action.
Adequate sound/voice records made accesible with the publishing of the report of the
comittee B is still in the development phase. Acts written by staff members of the
secretaries in parliament, from formal meetings and public consultaitons, are not
systematic and accurate. Moreover, the summary of the tasks executed by the
committee is not accesible to public. On the other hand, the committee has not
established a formal report mechanism of its activities and the requirements needed
in order to articulate based on standard procedures. Also, regulations are not
properly implemented.
The National Parliament receives technical assitance from UNDP, and bilateral
assistance and benefits from other partners as well as international organizations.
UNDP has been working on the parliamentary program for almost eight years, to
empower and strengten programs that aim at enhancing the functioning of the
parliament. This includes structural aspects such as designing a library center for the
Parliamentarian Womens Group, increasing information and technology, as well as
capacity building for members of parliament and the secretary staffs. Bilateral
assistance from Portugal Assembly supports the parliament with law experts and
advisers on legislation and legal issues, as well as administration procedures. The
parliament also receives assistance from international NGO’s, funded by USAID,
such as NDI – who work directly with the committee B, International Republican
Institute (IRI) – who work with the Parliamentarian Womens Group and the political
parties in Timor-Leste, and The Asia Foundation (TAF) – work with committee C of
the parliament, assisting the library of the parliament and the parliamentary research
division with the objective of enhancing the capacity of parliament members in
producing bills of law.
Summary of recommendation
The relationship between the Security sector and civilians is a complex and sensitive
matter and reform needs to be implemented slowly, but constantly. In order to do
this, it calls for a collective understanding that a) the armed forces is proffesional and
conscious of their own rights and responsibilities in a democratic state; b) civilians in
the national parliament, members of commiittee B, government and civil society must
be educated on the issues of security and defense and the complexity of the two as
well as, c) the development of tools to exercise the monitoring the performance of the
security sector in Timor-Leste.
Civil societies have not yet exercised their roles in monitoring and contributing to the
decison making process, or generated legistlation on military issues based on tools
of the democratic system. This happened because of a limited understanding of how
a democratic security sector performs their operation, limited access to security
information, as well as a lack of understanding on how to provide input to influence
decision making bodies.
Non-Governmental Organization’s (NGO) are required to encourage understanding
of key issues of civilian-military relationships to the government representatives in the
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security sector, and civilian actors. This is an important step to start opening up
transparent communication channels between civilians and the security sector. It is
necessary to provide a space for a democratic consensus on the development and
decison making process, as well as enhancing the accountability of committee B to
the public to increase by circulating the committe’s reports on its activities.
Accomplished Tasks
Committee B of the national parliament of Timor-Leste has done many significant
works in the decade since its inception even though the committee faced various
barriers. In a broader term, the national parliament, particularly the committee, has
insufficient resources to do their operational work and to carry out their supreme
authority of making laws. There is a lack of human resources to analyze the budget
of the ministries assigned to the committee. At the same time, a lack of international
support from donors has had a significant effect on the role of the parliamentarians.
However, the committee functions well even with minimum resources.
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Members of the parliament, especially the committee, execute their role both
as an invidual member of the parliament and as a member of the committee.
They approve legislations, scrutinize the state budget for the ministries
assigned to the committee, ask questions, recommend ratification of
international treaties, and make inquiries. Members of the parliament produce
bills of law, and while this does not happen very often, they are very
important.
Individual members of the Parliament and members of the commitee raise the
concerns of the community in the plennary in order to be accountable to their
constituents and make recommendations to relevant ministries through verbal
and written reports to the governments.
The committee B discussed and approved the national defence law.
The committee has ratified international treaties.
The committee held many external public meetings with the portfolio of the
ministries of foreign affairs, defense and national security. The committee also
conducted public hearings in distiricts, especially those districts along the
border.
The Committee attended the Peace and International Security conference,
whose focus is cooperation and sharing responsibility on global efforts
against organized crime, particularly, drug trafficking, ilegal sellng of weapons,
human trafficking and terrorism, through borders.
Delegations of the Committee carried out official visits as well as study tours
to their counterparts in many countries such as Australia, New Zealand,
Indonesia, Angola, Mozambigue, etc.

Lessons of Committee B
•

•

•

External assistance is crucial to the development and empowerment of the
members of the committee in order to exercise their roles and functions.
Increased public respect to the institution and committee B and its members is
needed.
Face to face meetings between members of the committee and the
community can help enhance mutual understanding about the functions of the
committee and parliament.
Members of the commitee, often work more than they are mandated to,
because of a lack of resources to support the committee and parliament in
completing their tasks on schedule.
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•

•

Because of a lack of insitutionalized information resources, the parliament and
the commitee may have the tendency to politicize problems, making it harder
to find an immedieate solution based on the core causes of the problem.
The lack of human resources and other resources contribute to negative
tendencies in the minds of the public, that the national parliament and
Committee B only legalize and approve proposals from the government, but
the national parliament and Committee B do not make laws.

Challenges faced by Committee B
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Members of the committee need technical assistance when preparing Bills
and amendments. Recruitment of new staff in this field is required. There is
also a need for assistance to improve their understanding of their roles and
permanently assign them to a committee.
Access to government information needs to be institutionalized. It is not
ethical to call the ministry’s staff to obtain information required by the
committee.
The legislation process needs to be opened to interest groups in order for
them to contribute their inputs and improve the quality of the legislation as
well as increase their understanding and knowledge about law. No legislation
should be passed without a public consultation, especially by the committee
B.
Sometimes it is hard for the committee to get experts or interest groups to
submit a bill. Relevant ministries were invited to the committee but the
discussion process is carried out behind closed doors. Legislation
development progress that is closed to public is hard to implement, and may
fail because it is written in a language that many experts and interest groups
do not understand. This makes it difficult to offer their ideas and inputs.
Human resources and equiptment instalation is needed at the national
parliament and the committee. Urgent long term investments are also required
to assist members of the committee and the national parliament to carry out
their role, and to systematically institutionalize the operations of the
parliament.
At times there is a lack of cooperation between the legislative and executive
branch. Sometimes the government does not discuss new legislation and
policy, with the parliament. This results in the law or legislation failing to
respond to the concerns of the constituency.
The parliament and the committee do not have an archive. In theory, people
are allowed access to some of the documents, but this is not happening in
practice. Sometimes these documents do not exist.
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